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1 Listen, read and tick or cross. / 

Poslouchej, čti a označ   nebo  .

 / 5 points

 T =   / F =  

1. Sarah has to eat fi ve portions 

of fruit and vegetables.   

2. Sarah likes sweet drinks.   

3. Sarah doesn’t like riding a bike.   

4. Sarah likes playing volleyball.   

5. Sarah doesn’t like doing yoga.   

2 Write. / Napiš.  / 10 points

healthy

unhealthy

3 Read and write. / Čti a napiš.  / 6 points

1.   ache – Don’t eat  .

2.   ache – Drink   .

3.   ache – Don’t eat  .

TEST ATEST A Name:  |   / 50 points



2

4 Read and write. / Čti a napiš.  / 10 points

always always •• usually  usually •• often  often •• sometimes  sometimes •• never never

1. I    drink  

 .

2. Mike    plays  

 .

3. We    eat  

 .

4. Paula and Gina    play 

 .

5. I   .

5 Read and tick or cross. / 

Čti a označ   nebo  .  / 6 points

I’m a healthy person. I get up at six o’clock and do 

yoga. Then I have a shower, brush my teeth and 

have breakfast. I sometimes eat cereal with milk, 

sometimes eggs and bread.

I often walk to work and sometimes I go by 

bus. I work from nine AM to fi ve PM. I always 

have lunch at work – I don’t like sandwiches, so 

I have packed lunch from home. I often drink tea 

when I come home. I go running on Mondays, 

Wednesdays and Saturdays. I run 5 kilometres.  

Then I sometimes hang out with friends and eat 

out, but we never eat junk food. I always go to bed 

before eleven PM.

 T =   / F =  

1. She isn’t a healthy person. 

2. She gets up at 6 o’clock. 

3. She never has eggs for breakfast. 

4. She goes to work by bike. 

5. She always has lunch at work. 

6. She runs three kilometres. 

6 Read and write. / Čti a napiš.  / 8 points

1. I love    and  

 .

2. I like    and  

 .

3. I don’t like    and  

 .

4. I hate    and  

 .

7 Write. / Napiš.  / 5 points

My healthy life

I always  

I don’t  

I sleep  



1

1 Listen, read and tick or cross. / 

Poslouchej, čti a označ   nebo  .

 / 5 points

 T =   / F =  

1. Sarah has to eat fi ve portions 

of fruit and vegetables.   

2. Sarah likes sweet drinks.   

3. Sarah doesn’t like riding a bike.   

4. Sarah likes playing volleyball.   

5. Sarah doesn’t like doing yoga.   

2 Write. / Napiš.  / 10 points

healthy

unhealthy

3 Read and write. / Čti a napiš.  / 6 points

1.   ache – Don’t eat  .

2.   ache – Drink   .

3.   ache – Don’t eat  .

TEST BTEST B Name:  |   / 50 points

 T =  

 / 5 points
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4 Read and write. / Čti a napiš.  / 8 points

always always •• usually  usually •• often  often •• sometimes  sometimes •• never never

1. Noah  

2. My mum and dad  

3. I  

4. We  

5 Read and tick or cross. / 

Čti a označ   nebo  .  / 8 points

I’m a healthy person. I get up at six o’clock and do 

yoga. Then I have a shower, brush my teeth and 

have breakfast. I sometimes eat cereal with milk, 

sometimes eggs and bread.

I often walk to work and sometimes I go by 

bus. I work from nine AM to fi ve PM. I always 

have lunch at work – I don’t like sandwiches, so 

I have packed lunch from home. I often drink tea 

when I come home. I go running on Mondays, 

Wednesdays and Saturdays. I run 5 kilometres.  

Then I sometimes hang out with friends and eat 

out, but we never eat junk food. I always go to bed 

before eleven PM.

 T =   / F =  

1. She isn’t a healthy person. 

2. She gets up at 6 o’clock. 

3. She never has eggs for breakfast. 

4. She goes to work by bike. 

5. She always has lunch at work. 

6. She likes sandwiches. 

7. She runs three kilometres. 

8. She sometimes hangs out with friends. 

6 Read and write. / Čti a napiš.  / 8 points

1. I love    and  

 .

2. I like    and  

 .

3. I don’t like    and  

 .

4. I hate    and  

 .

7 Write. / Napiš.  / 5 points

My healthy life

I always  

I don’t  

I sleep  


